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Ragheno is an industrial area next to the train station of Mechelen. The area has many existing qualities, such as 
the industrial heritage and the surrounding green and water structures. It is also very well connected on a large 
scale, but on a local scale many barriers exist. The surrounding neighbourhoods are very different and this area 
could be a key location for connection, strengthening identity and inclusivity. 

Mechelen
analysis and strategy

Mechelen on a regional scale The location within Mechelen

A masterplan has already been made for the area. 
The concept of this masterplan is a large green park 
with courtyard structures around it. To achieve a 
higher density high rise will introduced. 

The themes from the analysis are used to criticize 
this masterplan. In terms of identity the industri-
al heritage, currently in use by the NMBS, could 
be incorporated, and the forest and water could be 
more emphasized. This could also provide a strong-
er north-south connection. The highrise might not 
fit the city of Mechelen and the big park structure 
might not improve interaction and lack social secu-
rity. Based on these critiques a strategy is proposed: 
expand, activate and densify.
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EXPAND
The area will be expanded by incorporating the 
Arsenaal.

ACTIVATE
The existing qualities will be activated and will 
give identity to the area. 

DENSIFY
The park structure will be densified in such a 
way that high rise will not be needed. 
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THE HARBOUR
The harbour brings water into the neighbourhood 
and is surrounded by medium denisty housing in 
different typologies.

THE FOREST
This area is a family friendly neighbourhood, with 
housing around collective courtyards and with lots 
of green connected to the forest. 

THE STATION SQUARE
This square marks the entrance to the area. A lively 
square of different layers that connects different 
infrastructures and the monew station with the 
heritage.

THE CENTRE
A central square surrounded by heritage marks the 
centre of the area. It binds together the heritage 
and the neighbourhoods.

Mechelen
vision

The grid of the area connects in all directions. The area is divided in four sections: a cultural section in 
the big industrial heritage buildings, a low and medium density neighbourhood alongside the water and 
the forest, and a centre which binds this together. The existing qualities are activated and brought in to 
the neighbourhood. The public space is activated by different functions in the plinth as well as in the 
public space. 
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